About Short Term Training Program

The objective of this Short Term Training Programs is to conduct training for Librarians to prepare them for being successful, effective, to provide a dynamic and quality user centered library and information services that enhance teaching, learning and research while inculcating life-long learning skills and fostering human development. The Library brings high quality, scholarly information resources and services to the University and Institutes.

This Training Program is an effort to assist Librarians in:

- To enhance professional skills in Library;
- In taking library and information services beyond the four-walls of the libraries;
- To use ICT tools for effective user services;
- To produce need-based instructional materials for the users;
- To discover new areas of research and enquiry in the field of library science.

About The GTU—Library

Students should have good Research Projects and for that Again and Again “Search” will happen through the support of e-Library access and that too with latest technology “RemoteXS”. With this thought GTU e-Library has born for its all stake holders under the guidance of members of “Library Advisory Committee”. GTU Library has subscribed and created the knowledge exploration of E-Library by procuring e-Resources. GTU has procured K-hub Virtual Library resources for Pharmacy and Management Scholars. The K-hub Pharmacy database provides access to 1348 e-journals, 751 e-books, and 6 e-News Papers. The K-hub Management database provides thousands of e-journals and other e-resources. Library Section has received ESS grant for IEEE journals, Magazines, proceedings, newsletters, standards and for Bentham Pharma. GTU elibrary portal contains GTU Repository (PG Thesis, PhD Thesis), Study Material and Subjective Presentation.

About the GTU

Gujarat Technological University (GTU) is the largest government university in Gujarat, catering to the fields of Engineering, Business Management, Computer Science, Pharmacy and Architecture. GTU is having a pool of more than 5,00,000 students and 18,000 professors teaching in more than 500 affiliated colleges/institutes across the state of Gujarat.

GTU has initiated number of innovative policies and it has put in place systems to develop GTU into a great university. Today GTU is considered as the benchmark among the technological universities of India. Its industry-oriented academic programs and its efforts for establishing and maintaining an active relationship with industries and businesses through GTU Innovation Council has been recognized as the most successful effort in the country.

GTU has established fourteen Post-graduate Research Centres, including the Centre for Infrastructure, Transport and Water Management, Centre for Environmental and Green Technologies and Centre for Environment and Energy Efficiency. The Innovation Council of GTU is well known in the country for its initiatives in grass root innovation work by the engineering students for solving problems of SME industrial units located throughout Gujarat. Intensive innovation efforts resulted in many patentable outcomes. GTU’s Policy Documents for Student Start-up Development and for Skill Development Mission are being used by universities all over India.

AICTE and GTU Sponsored Short Term Training Program

Gujarat Technological University Library Organizes

Short Term Training Program on INNOVATIVE AND ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR LIBRARIES/LIBRARIANS

Date: 2nd March to 6th March, 2020

Venue

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Chandkheda Campus, Nr. Vishwakarma Government Engineering College,
Visat - Gandhinagar Highway, Chandkheda,
Ahmedabad – 382424 – Gujarat.
Registration and Guidelines

Registration Fee
Library Officials, Researchers, Library Students: Rs. 200 (Refundable)*
Registration fee will includes registration kit, breakfast, lunch, study material and Accommodation.
TA (To-From onetime) will be reimbursed after completion of STTP.
*FEES WILL BE REFUNDED OR TRANSFERRED IN YOUR ACCOUNT AFTER COMPLETION OF PROGRAM.

Online Payment Process:
All payment must be made online using given link:
https://www.onlinesbi.com/prelogin/institutiontypedisplays.htm

Step 1: State of Corporate/Institution: Gujarat
Step 2: Type of Corporate/Institution: Educational Institutions
Step 3: Educational Institutions Name: GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Step 4: Select Payment Category: Other fee grant
Step 6: Fill in your personal details and select the mode of payment
Step 7: At the end, collect the Payment Ref. No. starting with DU*
Step 8: Using Payment Ref. No. fill in the online Delegate Registration Form.
Step 9: Save your payment receipt and mail it to elibrary@gtu.edu.in
For instructions and query related to online payment, kindly refer:
https://www.gtu.ac.in/ImpCircular/SBIPayment%20Instructions.pdf

Registration Guideline:
Kindly make sure to keep Payment Ref. No. with you while registering.
Kindly visit following link to register yourself for the STTP:
https://forms.gle/1KY1aKdCviguer7X7
Limited Seats available and confirmation will be done on first-cum-first serve basis

Topics
- MARC – Its importance and overall view
- IRNIS
- Zotero
- MARC edit and data conversion.
- MOOCs
- Mendeley
- Citation Index with reference to Web of Science and Scopus
- IPR
- Plagiarism checking software and similarity index : Urkund / Turnitin
- INFED (Demonstration, features and support)
- Makerspace.
- Basics of web designing and Free hosting Platforms
- Search and Discovery tools
- Emerging Trends in LIS
- Statistical Tool Overview

Who can attend?
- Library Officials, Library Science Students, Researchers from colleges/universities recognized by AICTE/UGC.
- Departmental Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Library Interns of colleges/universities/Organizations recognized by AICTE/UGC.

Important Dates:
Event on : 2nd to 6th March 2020
Last Date of Registration : 25th February 2020
Notification of Acceptance : 27th February 2020